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Person Subject Pronouns – Singular Subject Pronouns - Plural

1st (speaking) I We
2nd (being spoken to) You You 
3rd (being spoken about) He/She/It They

1. (Joe, Scott, and Bob) went hiking on the mountain together.
2. (My Aunt Jane) likes to watch scary movies on television.
3. (Nick and I) have a favorite restaurant in town.
4. (The neighbor’s car) has a very noisy engine.
5. (Jenny and Fatima) wore heavy coats to school because of the rain.
6. (The little old lady) walks very slowly with a cane.
7. (Adam’s grandfather) retired from the U.S. Army four years ago.
8. (The blue notebook) contains all the notes from Science class.
9. (The pens and pencils) belong in the cup on the counter.
10. (Your Uncle Peter) works for a large company in Europe.
11. (The Andersons) were our neighbors for seven years.
12. (Amanda Sanderson) is the prettiest girl in school.
13. (The boy wearing red) scored the most points in the basketball game.
14. (The small girl) is the youngest student in the class.
15. (Your parents) live in a beautiful home in the country.
16. (The green apple) will be ripe in a couple of weeks.
17. (The sweet oranges) are on sale at the grocery store today.
18. (Sally and Jeff) rode on the fastest roller coaster yesterday.
19. (You and I) can carpool together to the meeting.
20. (Timothy Johnson) wrote a book about space travel.
21. (The city of Tokyo) is the capital city of Japan.
22. (Melanie and Susan) got fired because they were late to work.
23. (My friend, Susannah) was honored by the principal at the assembly.
24. (Your parents and I) got to know each other at the party.
25. (Our cousin Kenny) just graduated from high school.

Subject Pronouns
Name:__________________________________

A subject pronoun is used as the subject of a sentence in place 
of a person’s or thing’s name or description, particularly after
the subject has already been introduced.

Complete each sentence with the appropriate pronoun.
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Person Subject Pronouns – Singular Subject Pronouns - Plural

1st (speaking) I We
2nd (being spoken to) You You 
h3rd (being spoken 
about)

He/She/It They

1. (Joe, Scott, and Bob) They went hiking on the mountain together.
2. (My Aunt Jane) She likes to watch scary movies on television.
3. (Nick and I) We have a favorite restaurant in town.
4. (The neighbor’s car) It has a very noisy engine.
5. (Jenny and Fatima) They wore heavy coats to school because of the rain.
6. (The little old lady) She walks very slowly with a cane.
7. (Adam’s grandfather) He retired from the U.S. Army four years ago.
8. (The blue notebook) It contains all the notes from Science class.
9. (The pens and pencils) They belong in the cup on the counter.
10. (Your Uncle Peter) He works for a large company in Europe.
11. (The Andersons) They were our neighbors for seven years.
12. (Amanda Sanderson) She is the prettiest girl in school.
13. (The boy wearing red) He scored the most points in the basketball game.
14. (The small girl) She is the youngest student in the class.
15. (Your parents) They live in a beautiful home in the country.
16. (The green apple) It will be ripe in a couple of weeks.
17. (The sweet oranges) They are on sale at the grocery store today.
18. (Sally and Jeff) They rode on the fastest roller coaster yesterday.
19. (You and I) We can carpool together to the meeting.
20. (Timothy Johnson) He wrote a book about space travel.
21. (The city of Tokyo) It is the capital city of Japan.
22. (Melanie and Susan) They got fired because they were late to work.
23. (My friend, Susannah) She was honored by the principal at the assembly.
24. (Your parents and I) We got to know each other at the party.
25. (Our cousin Kenny) He just graduated from high school.

Subject Pronouns
Name:__________________________________

A subject pronoun is used as the subject of a sentence in place 
of a person’s or thing’s name or description, particularly after 
the subject has already been introduced.

Complete each sentence with the appropriate pronoun.
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